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ABSTRACT Few-shot named entity recognition (NER) systems recognize entities using a few labeled
training examples. The general pipeline consists of a span detector to identify entity spans in text and an
entity-type classifier to assign types to entities. Current span detectors rely on extensive manual labeling
to guide training. Almost every span detector requires initial training on basic span features followed by
adaptation to task-specific features. This process leads to repetitive training of the basic span features among
span detectors. Additionally, metric-based entity-type classifiers, such as prototypical networks, typically
employ a specific metric that gauges the distance between the query sample and entity-type referents,
ultimately assigning the most probable entity type to the query sample. However, these classifiers encounter
the sample dependency problem, primarily stemming from the limited samples available for each entity-type
referent. To address these challenges, we proposed an improved few-shot NER pipeline. First, we introduce a
steppingstone span detector that is pre-trained on open-domainWikipedia data. It can be used to initialize the
pipeline span detector to reduce the repetitive training of basic features. Second, we leverage a large language
model (LLM) to set reliable entity-type referents, eliminating reliance on few-shot samples of each type.
Our model exhibits superior performance with fewer training steps and human-labeled data compared with
baselines, as demonstrated through extensive experiments on various datasets. Particularly in fine-grained
few-shot NER settings, ourmodel outperforms strong baselines, including ChatGPT.Wewill publicly release
the code, datasets, LLM outputs, and model checkpoints.

INDEX TERMS Artificial intelligence, data mining, feature extraction, few-shot learning, named entity
recognition, natural language processing, text analysis

I. INTRODUCTION
Named Entity Recognition (NER) [1], [2], [3] involves de-
tecting and classifying text span into predefined types. Tradi-
tional NER approaches struggle when faced with unlabeled
texts and only a few labeled examples (support examples)
for each target entity type. In real-world applications, an-
notated data for training NER models can be scarce [4],
particularly in specific domains or languages. Few-shot NER
models [4], [5] are designed to recognize target entities with
minimal labeled examples, demonstrating effective perfor-
mance even with scarce training data. Figure 2 illustrates a
few-shot NER task. Two types of few-shot NER systems [6]
exist: pipeline and end-to-end systems. End-to-end NER sys-
tems [7], [8], [9], [10] label each token in a sentence with both

a span tag (e.g., "I", "O") and an entity type tag. This involves
calculating the transition probabilities for abstract labels and
the emission probabilities for entity types. However, the ef-
fects of these approaches are disturbed due to noisy non-entity
tokens (i.e. "O" entity type) and inaccurate token-wise label
dependency [8], [11] (see the example in Figure 1).
Pipeline systems [4], [11], [12] detect entity spans in

text and classify them into entity types. Current span detec-
tors depend heavily on labor-intensive manual labeling for
training guidance [13]. Most span detectors initially train on
fundamental span features and then adapt to task-specific
features [14]. This approach results in the repetitive training
of fundamental span features across multiple span detectors.
However, the lack of publicly available span detector check-
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FIGURE 1. An example of token-wise label dependency. The label
dependency is shown with transition probabilities between entity labels;
for example, the probability from I to O is 0.3 in the left table. This figure
is from the work [8], which assumes that an abstract transition probability
is evenly split into related target transitions. However, this does not
match reality.

points means that each user must train their own span detec-
tors starting with learning basic span features. This process
requires numerous expert data annotations and substantial
computational resources for the repetitive training of basic
span features.

FIGURE 2. 2-way 2-shot NER task. Model detects new entities using two
shots per target type. Colors represent different entity types.

Both end-to-end and pipeline models often employ metric-
based algorithms, such as the most widely used method, Pro-
totypical Network [7], [9], [10], and typically use a specific
metric that gauges the distance between the query sample and
entity type referents, ultimately assigning the most probable
entity type to each token or span [15]. However, the limited
number of samples for each type may not sufficiently rep-
resent the type referent, leading to heavy reliance on few-
shot samples and causing the sample dependency problem
(SDP), which negatively affects the classifier performance
(See Figure 3).

In this study, we address these problems and propose a
more effective few-shot NER (fewNER) pipeline (Figure 4).
We trained a span detector on Wikipedia web data as a
steppingstone span detector, which can be used to initialize
the pipeline span detector to reduce the repetitive training of
the basic span features and enable faster convergence when
adapting to different domains. This approach saves machine
resources and efforts for dataset annotation (details in the
model section). To overcome the sample dependency problem
in existing classifiers, we generate entity type definitions
by leveraging machine common sense from large language

B
A

FIGURE 3. A sample dependency problem in the 1-shot case. The yellow
circle represents a query sample, while the red circle and purple triangle
are 1-shot samples from classes A and B, respectively. Despite belonging
to class A, the query sample (yellow circle) is misclassified as class B due
to the absence of a closer reference sample from its own class. Instead,
the nearest available reference is a purple triangle from class B, causing
the query sample’s misclassification. This misclassification stems from its
sample dependency on the purple sample from class B.

models, such as GPT-3.5 [16]. These definitions are encoded
into the vector space as type referents along with the span
representations for the similarity search. Our model, referred
to as the SMCS 1, initializes with a steppingstone span de-
tector and incorporatesmachine common sense into an entity
classifier.
Our study has a significant practical value for real-world

applications. This publicly released steppingstone span de-
tector can serve as an effective initialization tool for future
span detectors. This aids in saving computational resources
in research and industrial sectors. Furthermore, many compa-
nies require fine-grained named entity recognition models to
extract detailed information from their vast document reposi-
tories [17]. However, owing to privacy concerns and sensitive
information in document repositories, large language models
may not be applicable [18]. Moreover, annotating training
data for fine-grained NER is expensive because of fine-
grained expert knowledge, so only a few annotated samples
are available [19]. Our study presents a methodology for con-
structing entity-type referents for such scenarios. Overall, our
study provides practical solutions for real-world applications.
Our contributions are as follows 2:
• (a) We released our steppingstone span detector with

basic features, facilitating its integration into future span
detectors to reduce repetitive training. In addition, we
offer a substantial span detection dataset (Figure 5)
sourced from Wikipedia texts and labeled it automati-
cally without consuming human resources.

• (b) In this study, we identify and address the sam-
ple dependency problem in metric-based few-shot NER
methods by leveraging machine common sense to

1To facilitate reading, all abbreviations used in this paper are compiled in
the Acronyms Table located in the Appendix.

2The project resources are in the GitHub https://github.com/
changtianluckyforever/SMCS_project.
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construct entity-type referents. The empirical results
demonstrate that our SMCS model outperforms other
metric-based baselines on few-shot benchmark datasets,
thereby demonstrating the effectiveness of our method
in mitigating the sample dependency.

• (c) SMCS leverages machine common sense in the
entity-type classifier. This is the first study to utilize
machine common sense to establish entity-type referents
in few-shot NER.

II. RELATED WORK
Based on the model structure, few-shot NER models are
typically categorized into two types [20]: pipeline structures
and end-to-end structures. Different from existing methods,
our approach is the first to apply machine common sense
in forming class centroids to reduce sample dependency. We
also provide a new module and dataset for community use.

End-to-end Few-shot NER. Previous works [7], [21], [22]
employed token-level prototypical networks but relied on
strong label dependencies for optimal performance [23].
However, accurately transferring abstract label distributions
from the source to the target domains remains challenging
in few-shot scenarios. [23] attempted to replicate estimated
label distributions from source to target but violated the prob-
ability definitions. [8] addressed this by equally distributing
source-domain probabilities in the target domain, but this con-
tradicted real-world distributions. [9] introduced contrastive
learning while preserving the label distribution scheme of
[8], and [10] demonstrated the adverse effects of roughly
estimated distributions on model performance. TLDT mod-
ifies optimization-based meta-learning by focusing on label
dependency initialization and update rules [24]. [25] proposes
a prototype retrieval and bootstrapping algorithm to identify
representative clusters for each fine class, coupled with a
mixture prototype loss learning class representations. The
work [26] intervenes in the context to block the backdoor
path between context and label. Prompt-based models have
been studied extensively [6], [27], [28]. However, the perfor-
mance of prompt-based methods [28] relies heavily on the
chosen prompt [9]. [29] employs instruction finetuning to
comprehend and process task-specific instructions, including
both main and auxiliary tasks. The PRM approach relies on
human-generated descriptions that necessitate expert input
and effort, proving less adaptable to new classes [30]. [31]
extracts entity type-related features based on mutual informa-
tion criteria and generates a unique prompt for each unseen
example by selecting relevant entity type-related features.
[13] utilizes external knowledge to establish semantic anchors
for each entity type, appending these anchors to input sen-
tence embeddings as template-free prompts for in-context op-
timization. And, thework [32] uses an image captionmodel to
transform images into text descriptions, then ranks the nearest
examples based on combined text and image similarity scores
to create a demonstration context for in-context learning in
NER. Differently, we used automatically generated defini-
tions instead of handcrafted, resource-intensive prompts.

Pipeline Few-shot NER. [11] decomposed the NER task
into span detection and entity-type classification. However,
their span detector often results in overlapping entity spans.
Similarly, [4] employed a decomposed pipeline with a de-
terministic span detector and used meta-learning to enhance
the parameter initialization. In contrast, EP-Net [10] proposed
prototypes with dispersed distributions that lacked seman-
tic meaning. MANNER incorporates a memory module to
store source domain information and uses optimal transport
to effectively adapt this information to target domains [33].
TadNER [34] eliminates false spans by filtering out those not
closely related to type names and develops more precise and
stable prototypes using both support samples and type names.
[35] explicitly incorporates taxonomic hierarchy information
into prototype representations and bridges the representation
gaps between entity spans and taxonomic description em-
beddings. Our work differs by introducing a pre-trained span
detector as a resource-saving steppingstone. Additionally, we
pioneered the use of machine common sense to construct
type referents, effectively mitigating the sample dependency
problem encountered in previous studies.

III. TASK FORMULATION
Given a text sequence X = {xi}Li=1 as the input, an NER
model is expected to output a label sequence Y = {yi}Li=1,
where L is the sequence length, xi is the i-th token, and yi
is the entity label of token xi. Usually, yi ∈ E, where E is a
predefined set of entity classes, including the non-entity label
O. Considering CoNLL-2003 as an example, whereE denotes
the set of entity classes: {O, LOC, MISC, ORG, PER}.

• The label O indicates that the token does not belong to
any specific entity class.

• LOC signifies the token belongs to the location entity
class.

• ORG refers to the organization entity class.
• PER indicates the token belongs to the person entity

class.
• MISC represents miscellaneous entities that do not fall

into the previous three categories PER, ORG, and LOC.
In this study, we used the standard N -way K -shot (see

Figure 2) episode-based few-shot setting following existing
works [9], [36], [37]. Each episode is a sample of the dataset
that incorporates a support set, a query set, and a set of entity
classes. The support set is N-way K-shot.

During the training stage, the training episodes Ctrain =
{Strain ,Qtrain ,Ytrain } are sampled from the source-domain la-
beled data. Here, them-th episodeCm

train = {Smtrain ,Qm
train,Y

m
train}

is a sample of a batch of training data, where Smtrain ={(
X(i),Y (i)

)}N×K

i=1
represents theN -wayK -shot support set,

Qm
train =

{(
X(j),Y (j)

)}N×K ′

j=1
represents the corresponding

query set containing K ′ shots for each of the N entity classes,
and Ym

train represents the set of entity classes (the cardinality of
Ym
train is N ). Similar to the training stage, in the testing stage,

the testing episodes Ctest = {Stest ,Qtest ,Ytest } are sampled
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FIGURE 4. SMCS model framework. In step 1, the Span Detector is initialized with a Pre-trained Span Detector and learns in the source domain. It then
finetunes on the target domain to detect spans. In step 2, a pre-trained language model like GPT-3.5 generates entity type definitions, encoding them as
type referents in a vector space. The predicted span’s embedding from step 1 is compared to the type referents to determine its entity type.

FIGURE 5. Automatic annotation of Wikipedia web data.

from the target-domain data in the same format. Here, an
episodeCm

test is a sample of a batch of test data. In the few-shot
NER task, an NER model trained on training episodes Ctrain

will be fine-tuned on the N -way K -shot support set Smtest ={(
X(i),Y (i)

)}N×K

i=1
of the m-th episode {Smtest ,Qm

test ,Y
m
test }

from Ctest, and then the NER model will be used to make

predictions on the paired query set Qm
test =

{
X(j),Y (j)

}N×K ′

j=1
.

Ym
test denotes the set of entity classes of N types. In the few-

shot setting, for any entity class set Ytrain from the source
domain and entity class set Ytest from the target domain, the
condition Ytrain ∩ Ytest = ∅ holds.

IV. MODEL
Our model represents an improved pipeline designed for
few-shot NER. Many current span detectors require train-
ing from scratch to grasp fundamental span features, result-
ing in the repetitive training of fundamental span features
across research and industry sectors. To address this, we have
publicly released a foundational steppingstone span detector
that encompasses these basic span features, enabling its use
in initializing task-specific span detectors. Additionally, our
model leverages machine common sense to construct entity-
type referents, effectively mitigating the sample dependency
problem.

A. ENTITY SPAN DETECTOR

We utilized open-domain Wikipedia texts to create an auto-
matically annotated dataset for entity spans. Subsequently,
we trained our Steppingstone Span Detector by using this
dataset. This detector can be employed to initialize span
detectors in various domains, thereby effectively reducing the
requirement for repetitive training.

1) Steppingstone Span Detector

WikipediaEntity SpanDataset 3:We leveragedWikipedia’s
open-domain texts and automatically annotated entity spans,
by using hyperlink-marked texts (Figure 7 and Figure 8). This
process is performed programmatically without the need for
human resources, thus allowing scalability. Our entity-span
dataset comprises 52,400 sentences, each containing at least
one entity span.

Training of Span Detector: We used the Wikipedia span
dataset to train the steppingstone span detector via sequence
labeling. For an input sequence X = {xi}Li=1 of length L,
T = {ti}Li=1 is the associated label sequence. In this study,
we used the BIOES scheme [38] because of its detailed
annotation. We used the BERT-base-uncased module [39]
as the text encoder, denoted by fω . To facilitate convenient
incorporation into future work, we stacked a logistic regres-
sion layer on top as the classifier. Taking a sequence X as
input, it produces p (xi) ∈ R|Label| for each token xi, with
Label = {B, I,O,E,S} 4 being the label set. We used the
cross-entropy loss averaged over all tokens of sequence X as

3This dataset will be publicly available upon acceptance.
4Bmeans the start of the span, I is the inside of the span, O is the outside of

the span, E represents the span end, and S represents a single-element span.
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FIGURE 6. An automatic definition for entity type: ‘location’. We ask GPT-3.5 to generate an automatic definition for the ‘location’ entity type, which will
then be encoded for the referent to classify relevant entities. We set the temperature to 0.7 and the maximum length to 80 and use the text-davinci-003
version of GPT-3.5.

FIGURE 7. New York introduction text snippet from the Wikipedia
website.

FIGURE 8. An example of automatically annotating Wikipedia text spans.

its loss:

L =
1

L

L∑
i=1

CrossEntropy (ti, p (xi)) . (1)

2) Domain Adaptation of Span Detector
To improve domain adaptation and ensure a fair compar-
ison, we use the MAML algorithm [40], [41] to search
for the optimal model parameters as in previous stud-
ies [4], [41], [42], [43].

Training. In Step 1 of Figure 4, we loaded our pre-trained
steppingstone span detector to initialize the span detector with
parameters π.

Given a batch of training episodes {Cm
train }

B
m=1, and B is

the batch size. Randomly sample a text sequence X from
{Cm

train }
B
m=1, where X = {xi}Li=1 with length L, and T =

{ti}Li=1 represents the associated label sequence.
We used the BERT-base-uncased module [39] as the text

encoder fω , the encoder fω produces contextualized represen-
tations H = {hi}Li=1 for a given sequence X . We calculated
the probability p (xi) that a token xi belongs to a span label, us-
ing p (xi) = softmax (Whi + b), where p (xi) ∈ R|Label| and
Label = {B, I,O,E,S} is the label set. The trainable param-
eter set of the span detector is denoted by π = {ω,W , b}. We
computed the training loss for the span detector as the average
cross-entropy between the predicted and ground-truth label
distributions for all tokens, as well as the maximum loss
term for tokens with insufficient training (the second part in

Equation 2). This results in the following cross-entropy loss
for a text sequence X :

L(π) = 1

L

L∑
i=1

CrossEntropy (ti, p (xi))

+ ζ max
i∈{1,2,...,L}

CrossEntropy (ti, p (xi)) ,
(2)

where ζ is a coefficient used to adjust the weight of the
maximum loss term.
We randomly sample a training episode in the batch,

Cm
train = {Smtrain ,Qm

train,Y
m
train}, m means the m-th training

episode. Smtrain contains multiple text sequences, andwe derive
the newmodel parameter setπ+

m via n steps of the inner update
using the loss in Equation 2 and computing on Smtrain :

π+
m ← [π − α∇πL (π; Smtrain )]n−steps, (3)

where α is the learning rate for the inner update, ∇π means
the gradient with regard to π, and Smtrain contains multiple text
sequences.
We then evaluated the updated parameter set π+

m on the
query set Qm

train and further updated the span detector param-
eter set by minimizing the loss L (π+

m ;Q
m
train ) with regard

to π, which is the meta-update step of meta-learning. When
aggregating all training episodes in the training batch, the
meta-update objective is:

min
π

B∑
m=1

L
(
π+
m ;Q

m
train

)
, (4)

whereQm
train is the query set of them-th training episode in the

training batch and Qm
train contains multiple text sequences. B

represents the number of episodes in the training batch.
Equation 4 involves a second-order derivative with re-

gard to π, following a suggestion from previous stud-
ies [4], [40], [42]. We also employed a first-order approxi-
mation for computational efficiency:

π∗ ← π − β

B∑
m=1

∇π+
m
L
(
π+
m ;Q

m
train

)
, (5)

VOLUME 11, 2023 5
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where β is the learning rate of the meta-update process. After
training, π∗ is the span detector parameter set for further
domain adaptation.

Testing. During testing, we fine-tune the meta-updated
span detector π∗ on the support set Smtest from the test episode
Cm
test = {Smtest,Qm

test,Y
m
test} using the loss function defined in

Equation 3 to obtain πt . In the N -way K -shot setting, each
target entity type yn ∈ Ym

test has K support samples from
support set Smtest (as illustrated in Figure 2). We then evaluated
the span detection performance of πt on the associated query
set.

During the evaluation, we predicted the label distribution
with πt for each token in the unseen sentences of Qm

test, and
decode using the Viterbi algorithm [44]. Constraints were
enforced in the transition matrix to ensure adherence to the
selected BIOES labeling scheme. In the BIOES labeling
scheme, certain label transitions, such as from B to S, I to B,
S to I, etc., are not permissible. To address this, we assigned
an extremely small probability to these transitions to prevent
their occurrence. However, other transitions under the BIOES
labeling scheme are not subject to such constraints.

B. ENTITY CLASSIFICATION
In few-shot NER tasks, many metric-based entity classifiers
rely on a limited number of available samples to establish
entity-type referents for the classification. This often leads to
the sample dependency problem (see Figure 3) within few-
shot NER tasks. In contrast, our entity classifier employs ma-
chine common sense to construct entity type referents. This
approach helps to mitigate the sample dependency problem.

1) Machine Common Sense
Common sense [45] is a universally shared practical knowl-
edge derived from evidence and experience. Although large
language models (LLMs), such as GPT-3.5 [46] capture some
common sense, few-shot NER faces challenges in captur-
ing the semantics and common sense of entity classes. To
overcome this, we propose using LLMs to automatically
generate entity-type definitions for constructing general type
referents to address the sample dependency problem in few-
shot scenarios. We utilize the entity types Location and Date
as illustrative examples (see Table 1). We specifically chose
GPT-3.5 and encoded the generated definitions using BERT-
base-uncased [39] for a fair comparison with previous work
in few-shot NER.

2) Entity Span Classification
We utilized MAML, a meta-learning algorithm [40], for pa-
rameter initialization to improve domain adaptation.

Training. In Step 2 of Figure 4, the automatically gen-
erated entity-type definitions from GPT-3.5 are encoded by
the BERT-base-uncased [39] sentence encoder fτ into entity-
type referents. The entity classifier parameter set µ includes
κ, τ , and Wc, which represent the entity span encoder, sen-
tence encoder, and classification module, respectively. µ =
{κ, τ,Wc}. We use the BERT-base-uncased [39] model for

Machine Common Sense

Location

Location is an entity type that describes a physical
space or geographical area. It is typically used to
represent the physical location of a business, object,
or person, and can include address, city, state,
country, latitude and longitude, and other
geographic information.

Date

Date is a type of named entity that refers to
a specific point or period of time. It can be expressed
using a variety of formats, such as a calendar date,
an ordinal date, or even a relative date.

TABLE 1. Examples of machine common sense for entity type definitions.

all encoders, to ensure fair comparisons with the baselines in
the experiments.
Given a batch of training episodes {Cm

train }
B
m=1, and B is

the batch size. Randomly sampling a text sequence X from
{Cm

train }
B
m=1, where X = {xi}Li=1 with length L, the span

encoder fκ generates contextualized representations H =
fκ(X) = {hi}Li=1.
The entity span of sequence X which starts at xi and ends

at xj is denoted by x[i,j]. We computed the span representation
of x[i,j] by averaging all the token representations in x[i,j]:

s[i,j] =
1

j− i+ 1

j∑
k=i

hk . (6)

For each potential entity class yn for the entity span x[i,j],
we used the large language model GPT-3.5 (text-davinci-003)
to generate the definition Pn (see Figure 6 for details), Pn

is a text sequence with length J. BERT-base-uncased [39]
sentence encoder fτ generates contextualized representations:
Hn = fκ(Pn) = {hni }

J
i=1. Then, we average all the token em-

beddings ofPn to compute the entity-type referent embedding
V n:

V n =
1

J

J∑
i=1

hni . (7)

The probability that entity span x[i,j] belongs to each entity
type yn is:

p
(
yn|x[i,j]

)
= sigmoid

(
Wc(s[i,j],V

n, |s[i,j] − V n|)
)
, (8)

where |s[i,j] − V n| is the absolute difference between the two
vectors, s[i,j],V n, |s[i,j]−V n| are concatenated as a new vector
for Wc.
By computing on the text sequence X , the parameter set µ

of the entity classifier is updated using the following cross-
entropy loss function:

L(µ) = 1

N

∑
x[i,j]∈X

CrossEntropy
(
y[i,j], x[i,j]

)
+ ζ max

x[i,j]∈X
CrossEntropy

(
y[i,j], x[i,j]

)
,

(9)

where ζ is the weight of the maximum span classification loss
term, y[i,j] denotes the ground-truth entity class corresponding

6 VOLUME 11, 2023
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to span x[i,j], and µ = {κ, τ,Wc} are the trainable parameters.
N is the number of entity spans within text sequence X .
We randomly sampled a training episode in the batch;

Cm
train = {Smtrain ,Qm

train,Y
m
train}, m means the m-th training

episode. Smtrain contains multiple text sequences, andwe derive
the newmodel parameter setµ+

m via n steps of the inner update
using the loss in Equation 9 and computing on Smtrain :

µ+
m ← [µ− α∇µL (µ; Smtrain )]n−steps, (10)

where α is the learning rate for the inner update, ∇µ means
the gradient with regard to µ, and Smtrain contains multiple text
sequences.

We then evaluated the updated parameter set µ+
m on the

query set Qm
train and further updated the entity classifier pa-

rameter set by minimizing the loss L (µ+
m ;Q

m
train ) with regard

to µ, which is the meta-update step of meta-learning. When
aggregating all training episodes in the training batch, the
meta-update objective is:

min
µ

B∑
m=1

L
(
µ+
m ;Q

m
train

)
, (11)

whereQm
train is the query set of them-th training episode in the

training batch and Qm
train contains multiple text sequences. B

is the number of episodes in the training batch.
Because Equation 11 involves a second-order derivative

with regard to µ, following a suggestion from previous stud-
ies [4], [40], [42], we also employ its first-order approxima-
tion for computational efficiency:

µ∗ ← µ− β

B∑
m=1

∇µ+
m
L
(
µ+
m ;Q

m
train

)
, (12)

where β is the learning rate of the meta-update process. After
training, µ∗ is the entity classifier parameter set for further
domain adaptation.

Test. During the testing stage, we fine-tuned the meta-
update entity classifier µ∗ using the loss function in Equa-
tion 10 on the support set Smtest from the test episode Cm

test =
{Smtest,Qm

test,Y
m
test}, resulting inµt . In the N-wayK-shot setting,

each target entity type yn ∈ Ym
test has K support samples in Smtest

(see Figure 2 for details). We evaluate the entity classifier’s
performance by inferring the entity type for each detected
entity span x[i,j] in Qm

test, using the label yn ∈ Ym
test with the

highest probability in Equation 8:

y[i,j] = argmax
yn

p
(
yn|x[i,j]

)
(13)

V. EXPERIMENT
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
1) Datasets and Baselines
We conducted experiments with two widely-used N-way K-
shot based datasets: the in-domain dataset Few-NERD [36]
and cross-domain dataset Cross-Dataset [23]. Few-NERD is
annotated with a hierarchy of 8 coarse-grained and 66 fine-
grained entity types. It has two tasks:

• (a) Inter, where all entities in the train/dev/test splits
may share coarse-grained types while keeping the fine-
grained entity types mutually disjoint.

• (b) Intra, where all entities in the train/dev/test splits
belong to different coarse-grained types.

Cross-Dataset consists of 4 different NER domains:
• CoNLL-03 (news) [47],
• OntoNotes 5.0 (mixed domain) [50],
• WNUT-17 (social media) [49],
• and GUM (Wikipedia) [48].

The datasets statistics are presented in Table 4. In training,
we selected two sets as the training set, and the remaining
two others were used for the testing and development sets.
To make a fair comparison, we utilized the processed episode
data released by [36] in Few-NERD and by [4] in the Cross-
Dataset.
SMCS is a pipeline that uses machine common sense to

construct type referents to mitigate the sample dependency
problem; therefore, we choose recent state-of-the-art (SOTA)
baselines that share common attributes with ours or belong to
the same model category as ours.
We compare with the following pipeline models:
• ESD [11],
• EP-Net [10],
• MAML-ProtoNet [4], We compare our SMCS method

with MAML-ProtoNet due to the sample dependency
problem in traditional ProtoNet, which uses sample av-
eraging for class centroids. Applying machine common
sense for centroid setting in SMCS, we aim to address
this issue. Comparingwith the basic ProtoNet version, as
employed by MAML-ProtoNet, is crucial for validating
our approach, as other versions with additional compo-
nents may confound the evaluation.

We also compare with prompt-based models:
• COPNER [37], which is a leading method among

prompt-based non-large language models,
• TFP [13], utilizes external knowledge to establish se-

mantic anchors for each entity type, appending these
anchors to input sentence embeddings as template-free
prompts for in-context optimization,

• 2INER [29], employs instruction finetuning to compre-
hend and process task-specific instructions, including
both main and auxiliary tasks,

• ChatGPT 5 on both in-domain and cross-domain bench-
marks using an in-context learning setting. The prompts
used for ChatGPT can be found in the Appendix.

For completeness, we also compare with representative
end-to-end models:

• L-Tapnet+CDT [23],
• TLDT [24],
• Matching Network [51],
• CONTAINER [9].

5We use ChatGPT version gpt-3.5-turbo-1106 as a baseline in both the
in-domain and cross-domain experiments.
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Models 1-shot 5-shot
CoNLL GUM WNUT Ontonotes CoNLL GUM WNUT Ontonotes

MatchingNetwork 19.50±0.35 4.73±0.16 17.23±2.75 15.06±1.61 19.85±0.74 5.58±0.23 6.61±1.75 8.08±0.47
L-TapNET+CDT 44.30±3.15 12.04±0.65 20.80±1.06 15.17±1.25 45.35±2.67 11.65±2.34 23.30±2.80 20.95±2.81
MAML-ProtoNet 46.09±0.44 17.54±0.98 25.14±0.24 34.13±0.92 58.18±0.87 31.36±0.91 31.02±1.28 45.55±0.90

ChatGPT 47.57±3.16 14.05±1.97 26.24±3.41 35.76±2.87 61.90±4.36 18.01±3.92 27.50±2.76 40.25±4.13
TLDT 43.05±1.70 5.74±0.79 27.94±1.42 22.07±1.06 49.31±4.99 10.14±1.60 29.08±2.70 31.03±3.07
TFP 46.16±0.57 17.72±0.38 25.89±0.51 35.32±1.07 59.23±0.69 29.77±0.52 31.61±0.87 44.92±1.21

SMCS(ours) 47.21±0.81 18.10±0.38 28.58±0.37 36.70±0.41 59.76±0.85 31.92±0.61 33.15±0.67 48.32±0.74

TABLE 2. The cross-domain experiment results are displayed as micro F1 scores with standard deviations. Averages are based on 5 runs. In 1-shot or
5-shot cases, each target entity type has 1 or 5 training samples, respectively. We use the results reported in the baseline papers. CoNLL dataset has 4
annotated entity classes, GUM dataset has 11 annotated entity classes, WNUT dataset has 6 annotated entity classes, and OntoNotes has 18 annotated
entity classes.

Models
Inter Intra

5 way 10 way 5 way 10 way
1 shot 5 shot 1 shot 5 shot 1 shot 5 shot 1 shot 5 shot Averaged

CONTAINER 55.95±xxx 61.83±xxx 48.35±xxx 57.12±xxx 40.43±xxx 53.70±xxx 33.84±xxx 47.49±xxx 49.84
ESD 66.46±0.49 74.14±0.80 59.95±0.69 67.91±1.41 41.44±1.16 50.68±0.94 32.29±1.10 42.92±0.75 54.47
EP-Net 62.49±0.36 65.24±0.64 54.39±0.78 62.37±1.27 43.36±0.99 58.85±1.12 36.41±1.03 46.40±0.87 53.60
MAML-ProtoNet 68.77±0.24 71.62±0.16 63.26±0.40 68.32±0.10 52.04±0.44 63.23±0.45 43.50±0.59 56.84±0.14 60.99
COPNER 65.39±xxx 67.59±xxx 59.69±xxx 62.32±xxx 53.52±xxx 58.74±xxx 44.13±xxx 51.55±xxx 57.87
TFP 70.83±0.62 72.14±0.40 64.70±0.72 67.65±0.15 55.49±0.67 63.31±0.77 46.29±0.74 54.01±0.60 61.80
2INER 70.90±0.87 71.28±1.21 62.18±0.65 63.72±0.83 56.02±0.71 58.69±0.67 45.57±0.82 49.61±0.96 59.75
ChatGPT 36.88±3.98 39.02±4.27 30.84±3.61 36.45±3.13 30.77±2.89 38.61±3.76 24.78±2.71 30.07±4.62 33.43
SMCS(ours) 68.19±0.63 71.33±0.47 63.89±0.39 68.81±0.23 52.31±0.27 63.03±0.16 46.02±0.73 57.76±0.44 61.42

TABLE 3. In-domain Few-NERD experiment results are presented via micro F1 scores with standard deviations, spanning inter and intra settings. Inter-5-1
signifies 5 target entity types with 1 training sample each, within the Inter setting. This abbreviation logic applies to comparable cases. Averages are
based on 5 runs. We use the results reported in the baseline papers. The baseline papers, COPNER and CONTAINER, do not provide standard deviations
for their original results. Few-NERD is a fine-grained NER dataset, which has 66 annotated entity classes.

Dataset Domain Sentences Classes
Few-NERD [36] Mixed 188.2 k 66
CoNLL03 [47] News 20.7 k 4
GUM [48] Wiki 3.5 k 11
WNUT [49] Social 5.6 k 6

OntoNotes [50] Mixed 159.6 k 18

TABLE 4. The statistics of datasets in the experiments.

Please refer to the Appendix for all baselines and prompt
details. The prompts used for ChatGPT can be found in the
Appendix.

2) Evaluation Metrics and Implementation Details
We followed the tradition in the previous few-shot NER
tasks [4], [36], [37], and used the F1 score as the evaluation
metric. We also used the convergence steps as an evaluation
metric, which represents the number of training steps for the
models to converge. We defined the convergence status as a
model that achieves good performance and is stable on the
validation set during training.

For each experiment, we performed five runs and averaged
the results to obtain the final performance. We used a grid
search to find the best hyper-parameters for each benchmark.
The random seeds were 171, 354, 550, 667, and 985. We
choose AdamW [52] as the optimizer with a warm-up rate
of 0.1. Please refer to the Appendix for further details.

3) Research Questions
We want to investigate: (a) overall results comparison on
benchmarks, (b) quantitative analyses of SCMS modules un-
der different settings, and (c) ablation study of entity type
referents.

B. RESULTS
As our SMCS model is not a large language model (LLM),
this section initially focuses on comparing SMCS with non-
LLM baselines. The comparison with the LLM, ChatGPT, is
presented in the following section.
In Table 2 cross-domain setting, SMCS excels in 1-shot

and 5-shot tests due to its use of machine common sense,
alleviating the sample dependency problem (SDP). SMCS
outperforms TLDT and TFP, demonstrating the effectiveness
of machine common sense in NER tasks. This is because
TLDT, despite its focus on label dependency through initial-
ization and update rules, falls short in its entity typingmodule.
Meanwhile, TFP’s use of external knowledge for semantic an-
chors and prompt construction for in-context learning shows
potential, but its prompts require further refinement. SMCS
proportionally outperforms MAML-ProtoNet more in 1-shot
than 5-shot cases, where metric-based methods benefit from
superior type referents with more samples. This is further
discussed in the Entity Classifier Analysis section.
Table 3 further examines models in N-way K-shot setups,

considering (1) model comparison, (2) shot settings, (3) way
settings, and (4) inter/intra scenarios.
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(1) EP-Net [10] constructs new classification referents,
but their semantic information is lacking, resulting in in-
ferior results compared to ours. Among the prompt-based
non-LLMs for few-shot NER, COPNER [37] is a leading
method on the Few-NERD dataset; however, our model’s
use of automatic definitions generally outperforms it. We
achieved similar results to MAML-ProtoNet under certain
settings (Table 3), with the fine-grained granularity discussed
in the Entity Classifier Analysis section as the main factor.
Overall, our SMCS model outperformed MAML-ProtoNet.
SMCSmatches TFP’s performance under in-domain settings,
suggesting that both prompt-learning and metric-based ap-
proaches are viable for NER. 2INER, using instruction fine-
tuning for task-specific instructions, shows promising one-
shot results. However, its prompts, favoring context over
support samples with increased availability, need enhance-
ment. (2) In the 1-shot case, the SDP is more pronounced,
and the SMCS has greater advantages over MAML-ProtoNet
than in 5-shot cases due to the latter has more samples. De-
tailed explanations are provided in the subsequent sections.
We observe that increasing support entity samples from 1
to 5 enhances all methods’ performance, as more samples
offer richer information. This highlights that limited support
examples are the primary challenge in few-shot learning.
(3) As the number of classes (ways) increases from 5 to
10 (Table 3), SMCS distinguishes itself from baselines by
providing more accurate type referents and maintaining gran-
ularity rather than relying on limited samples for numerous
challenging categories. (4) In Inter settings, test sets share
outer layer types with train sets, unlike in Intra settings.
Intra settings disperse the ground-truth referents, magnifying
the sample dependency problem for metric-based methods
(MAML-ProtoNet vs. SMCS). However, few-shot learning
rarely has hierarchical annotation in reality (inter settings),
whereas Intra setting remains frequent in reality. Our SMCS
performs better than MAML-ProtoNet in the Intra settings.

C. COMPARISON WITH CHATGPT

Models Model Size
ChatGPT 175 Billion
SMCS 220 Million

TABLE 5. The number of model parameters comparison.

Drawing from the cross-domain results presented in Ta-
ble 2 and the in-domain results highlighted in Table 3, our
SMCS model consistently exhibited superior performance
compared with ChatGPT across various scenarios. Notably,
SMCS demonstrates significantly better performance on the
FewNERD dataset than ChatGPT. However, on the CoNLL
dataset, ChatGPT surpasses our model, SMCS, in both the
1-shot and 5-shot cases. The CoNLL NER dataset is coarse-
grained with only 4 target classes, but SMCS still achieves
results comparable to those of ChatGPT.

Hence, our empirical observations suggest that while Chat-
GPT excels in coarse-grained settings, it exhibits weaker
performance than SMCS in fine-grained contexts. Notably, in
practical applications, most NER problems are fine-grained
and involve more than four classes.
Several factors might contribute to this observation. Chat-

GPT is pre-trained on an extensive corpus and boasts a
model parameter volume of 175 billion (Table 5), which is
significantly larger than the SMCS model size. This exten-
sive knowledge repository aids ChatGPT in excelling coarse-
grained NER tasks such as the CoNLL NER task. However,
because its pre-training corpora are not fine-grained overall,
this could explain why ChatGPT exhibits relatively poorer
performance than non-LLMs in fine-grained NER tasks.

D. SPAN DETECTOR ANALYSIS
Our SMCS model operates as a pipeline comprising a span
detector and entity classifier. To assess the individual in-
fluence of each module, we conducted quantitative perfor-
mance analysis. MAML-ProtoNet, a significant baseline uti-
lizing a pipeline structure, serves as a prominent reference
point for both in-domain and cross-domain comparisons.
Through quantitative analyses, we compared SMCS directly
with MAML-ProtoNet, aiming to delineate the advantages
of our model. This section focuses on the comparison of
the span detector, while the subsequent section delves into
a comparison of the entity classifier.
We compared the SMCS span detector with MAML-

ProtoNet on Cross-Dataset and Few-NERD datasets. Us-
ing Steppingstone Span Detector (SSD) initialization, SMCS
converges faster than MAML-ProtoNet (Table 6), reducing
repetitive training. SSD serves a purpose akin to the role of
BERT [39] in embeddings.

Span detector Inter 5 way CoNLL GUM
1 shot 5 shot 1 shot 5 shot

MAML-ProtoNet 668±144 364±89 264±68 130±14
SMCS 344±107 272±66 135±34 90±11

TABLE 6. Convergence steps comparison between span detectors using 4
representative dataset settings, which contain in-domain datasets and
cross-domain datasets respectively. We report the training steps before
reaching the convergence status. Averages are based on 5 runs.

Span detector Inter-5-1 GUM-1shot GUM-5shot
MAML-ProtoNet 76.71±0.30 35.63±2.17 46.26±1.28
SMCS 76.57+0.36 38.45±1.85 47.92±1.32

TABLE 7. Span detector F1 scores comparison. We use 3 representative
settings, which represent comparable results and better results
respectively. Averages are based on 5 runs.

Alongside faster convergence, we assessed span detector
performance using F1 scores (Table 7). As listed in Table 7,
our SMCS span detector outperformed the MAML-ProtoNet
span detector on the GUM (wiki) dataset. Apart from the
GUM dataset, the SMCS span detector performed similarly
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to the MAML-ProtoNet span detector on the other datasets,
displaying minor performance differences similar to their
performance comparison on the inter-5-1 dataset.

Therefore, in comparison with MAML-ProtoNet, for en-
hancements on the GUM dataset (Table 2), both the SMCS
span detector and entity classifier play a role, whereas the en-
tity classifier primarily drives improvements on other datasets
(Tables 2 and 3). Further details can be found in the Entity
Classifier Analysis section.

E. ENTITY CLASSIFIER ANALYSIS
Our entity classifier 6 addresses the sample dependency prob-
lem (SDP) of metric-based classifiers, particularly the Proto-
typical Network, which is the most widely used. Therefore,
we extensively compared our classifier with the MAML-
ProtoNet classifier, and the results are presented in Table 8.
We analyzed them from three aspects: (1) Number of shots.
(2) Specific cases. (3) Various datasets.

(1) The SMCS entity classifier outperformed MAML-
ProtoNet in terms of the F1 score improvement. This is more
proportionally prominent in 1-shot than 5-shot cases owing to
biases from the limited samples. Metric-based methods rely
heavily on samples and exhibit bias in 1-shot cases, thereby
impacting NER classification. ProtoNet authors [53] admit
bias in their type centroids owing to a few support samples,
reaffirming this issue. MAML-ProtoNet improves in 5-shot
cases with more proper type referents from more samples,
yet bias remains. SMCS leverages machine common sense
for better type referents and improves overall performance.

(2) In Table 8, a special case is observed in the Inter-5 way-
1 shot (Inter-51), where theMAML-ProtoNet entity classifier
outperforms the SMCS entity classifier owing to two factors.
(a) FewNERD’s fine-grained annotations aid metric-based
methods in addressing SDP, which is also elaborated in the
Ablation study below. (b) Inter setting, distinct from Intra
setting, encompasses a broader range of potential target entity
types, resulting in the dispersion of type referents across the
vector space, which further aids in performance. However,
our SMCS entity classifier achieved comparable results, even
in such situations.

(3) Our SMCS entity classifier surpassesMAML-ProtoNet
on various datasets in both in-domain and cross-domain con-
texts. This advantage stems from utilizing machine common
sense for referents, which effectively mitigates the SDP.

F. ABLATION STUDY OF ENTITY TYPE REFERENTS
To further analyze the effectiveness of entity-type referents
with machine common sense, the SMCS entity classifier was
compared with entity classifiers with entity-type referents as
follows: (1) Random referents, using vectors of random num-
bers as type referents. (2) Name referents, using embeddings
of entity type names. (3) Example referents, generating entity

6We utilize the large language model solely for generating entity type
definitions, without employing it for entity recognition and classification
purposes for a fair comparison.

type examples, and definitions using GPT-3.5. We also com-
pared the SMCS entity classifier with metric-based methods,
prototypical network (ProtoNet) and a meta-learning version
(MAML-ProtoNet).
In our ablation study experiments, we utilized ground-

truth entity spans without employing any span detector. As
such, the sole differentiating factor lies in the entity-type
referents, which directly impact the entity classifier models.
Table 9 shows the ablation study results, which were analyzed
from three aspects: (A) Models. (B) Number of shots. (C)
Different datasets.
(A): We found that type referents generated using machine

common sense (MCS) work better than other variants or clas-
sification methods. Because MCS contains proper semantic
definitions of entity types and contributes to setting proper
type referents. This again verifies our conclusion that MCS
referents mitigate the sample dependency problem and are
effective. (Note: obeying few-shot rules, we do not want to
add extra examples, so we do not use the Example referents in
the experiments in Table 2 and Table 3). The results in Table 9
show that using MCS to define entity types leads to a better
performance than using type names alone. In fact, our MCS
referents perform similarly to example referents containing
many ground-truth entity samples besides entity type defini-
tions. The samples provided more features for classification
referents and improve performance. This demonstrates that
large pre-trained language models are a valuable source of
classification referents.
(B): Based on the results from 1-shot and 5-shot cases

across datasets, our SMCS entity classifier outperforms
MAML-ProtoNet entity classifier, showing greater propor-
tional improvements in 1-shot scenarios compared to 5-shot
scenarios. The 1-shot case faces stronger sample dependency
owing to metric-based methods, such as Prototypical Net-
work, often utilizing the available samples to build type ref-
erents. While 5-shot cases also encounter this issue, albeit to
a lesser extent. Unlike traditional methods, SMCS type ref-
erents are sample-independent, as confirmed by our results,
demonstrating their efficacy.
(C): In this experiment, we utilized three datasets: WNUT,

Ontonotes, and FewNERD, comprising 6, 18, and 66 entity
types, respectively. Notably, SMCS demonstrates a greater
improvement than MAML-ProtoNet on the WNUT dataset
and a proportionally smaller gain on the FewNERD and
Ontonotes [50] datasets. While fine-grained type annotations
can potentially align few-shot samples with accurate type
referents, mitigating the sample dependency problem, even
in such cases, our SMCS entity classifier exhibits an effective
and superior performance.

G. ERROR ANALYSIS

To evaluate the impact of machine common sense on recog-
nizing different entity types, we utilized the WNUT dataset
for error analysis. This dataset, which focuses on the social
media domain, is closely aligned with real-world applications
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Entity Classifier CoNLL GUM WNUT Ontonotes Intra-5way Intra-10way Inter-5way
1shot 5shot 1shot 5shot 1shot 5shot 1shot 5shot 1shot 5shot 1shot 1shot 5shot

MAML-ProtoNet 65.85±0.96 76.14±0.75 43.01±0.44 56.40±1.33 50.06±1.22 61.88±1.13 67.10±0.89 78.05±0.45 67.41±0.57 80.30±0.35 56.18±0.58 88.40±0.31 93.39±0.18
SMCS (ours) 68.57±1.05 78.91±1.03 45.20±0.87 58.29±0.68 62.60±1.21 68.68±0.91 69.04±0.50 80.17±0.64 69.52±0.41 80.34±0.26 58.38±0.66 88.01±0.47 93.57±0.21

TABLE 8. Entity classifier comparison results using micro F1 scores on FewNERD and Cross-Dataset evaluations. Our analysis includes representative
FewNERD settings: inter/intra-class, 5/10-way, 1/5-shot classifications. Our results include all sub-datasets of Cross-Dataset to cover cross-domain
settings. Averages are based on 5 runs.

Models Ontonotes WNUT Intra-5way
1 shot 5 shot 1 shot 5 shot 1 shot 5 shot

ProtoNet 54.70±2.1 77.92±0.22 36.21±2.02 54.87±2.65 64.91±1.38 79.13±0.47
MAML-ProtoNet 67.10±0.89 78.05±0.45 50.06±1.22 61.88±1.13 67.41±0.57 80.30±0.35
Random referents 56.49±1.18 76.08±1.21 49.15±1.90 62.01±3.00 59.01±1.13 78.11±0.93
Name referents 53.96±1.03 69.63±0.58 50.11±0.67 60.66±0.83 59.52±0.77 76.34±0.71
SMCS (ours) 69.04±0.50 80.17±0.64 62.60±1.21 68.68±0.91 69.52±0.41 80.34±0.26
Example referents 69.37±0.42 80.32±0.79 63.32±0.86 68.98±1.86 69.66±0.73 80.41±0.31

TABLE 9. Ablation study on diverse entity type referents. We utilize
ground truth entity spans without employing any span detector. Entity
classifiers performances are analyzed via F1 scores. Utilizing three
representative datasets: Ontonotes and FewNERD offer fine-grained
entity types (18 and 66 types respectively), while WNUT provides
coarse-grained entity types (6 types). Averages are based on 5 runs.

Entity types F1 score
1-shot 5-shot

Corporation 61.29±0.87 68.82±0.61
Creative-work 56.27±0.73 65.03±0.89
Group 49.42±1.68 61.97±0.77
Location 66.81±1.05 72.66±0.28
Person 69.58±2.12 71.39±1.31
Product 65.81±1.59 69.67±0.75
All types 62.60±1.21 68.68±0.91

TABLE 10. The error analysis, focusing on entity class centroids set by
machine common sense, uses ground truth entity spans to eliminate
errors from false span predictions. This analysis is performed on the
WNUT dataset, which pertains to the social media domain, with averages
calculated over 5 runs.

and encompasses six entity types: Corporation, Creative-
work, Group, Location, Person, and Product.

Analysis in Table 10 reveals that for both 1-shot and 5-shot
scenarios, performance on entities like Group and Creative-
work is lower compared to others, suggesting that current
Large Language Models (LLMs) are more adept at defining
concrete rather than abstract concepts. Additionally, increas-
ing support samples from 1 to 5 narrows the performance gap
for Group and Creative-work, highlighting the pivotal role
of support samples in improving class centroid accuracy and
underscoring their significance in few-shot learning.

VI. CONCLUSION
In our research, we identified the repetitive training of basic
span features and the sample dependency problem within
few-shot NER tasks. To address these challenges, we propose
an SMCS model, structured as a pipeline. This model incor-
porates both a span detector and entity-type classifier. By
leveraging the initialization from a Steppingstone Span De-
tector, SMCS effectively diminishes the repetitive training for
basic span features. Moreover, by harnessing commonsense
knowledge from a large language model to construct type ref-

erents, SMCS successfully mitigates the sample dependency
problem, resulting in enhanced performance. Our study is the
first instance of applyingmachine common sense to the realm
of few-shot NER tasks. Through extensive experiments across
various benchmarks, our SMCSmodel demonstrated superior
or comparable performance to that of other strong baselines.
Particularly in fine-grained few-shot NER scenarios, SMCS
outperformed the strong baseline ChatGPT.

VII. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Our contribution in this study is purely methodological, intro-
ducing a novel pipeline aimed at enhancing the performance
of few-shot Named Entity Recognition (NER) and mitigating
repetitive training. Consequently, there were no direct nega-
tive social impacts resulting from this contribution.

APPENDIX A
DATASET INTRODUCTION
Figure 9 presents the annotation hierarchy of the Few-NERD
dataset for clarity.

FIGURE 9. An overview of FEW-NERD [36]. The inner circle represents the
coarse-grained entity types and the the outer circle represents the
fine-grained entity types, some types are denoted by abbreviations.

APPENDIX B
BASELINES DETAILS
CONTAINER [9] used token-level contrastive learning to
train the token representations of the BERT [39] model, then
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finetunes on the support set and applied the nearest neighbor
method for evaluation.

The ESD [11] is a span-level metric-based model. It uses
inter- and cross-span attention to improve the span represen-
tations.

COPNER [37] uses a novel handcrafted prompt composed
of class-specific words, which serves as a supervision signal
and referent in the inference stage.

MAML-ProtoNet [4] is a pipeline model that uses the
meta-learning algorithm, MAML, to find a good set of pa-
rameters to adapt to new entity types.

L-TapNet+CDT [23] enhances TapNet with label seman-
tics, pair-wise embedding, and a CDT transition mechanism.

EP-Net [10] manually sets entity type referents and dis-
perses them to facilitate the entity classification.

Matching Networks [51] compared the similarity be-
tween query instances, support instances, and assigned entity
classes.

TFP [13], utilizes external knowledge to establish semantic
anchors for each entity type, appending these anchors to input
sentence embeddings as template-free prompts for in-context
optimization.

2INER [29], employs instruction finetuning to comprehend
and process task-specific instructions, including both main
and auxiliary tasks.

TLDT [24] modifies optimization-based meta-learning by
focusing on label dependency initialization and update rules.

APPENDIX C
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We implemented our model with PyTorch 1.13.1 and trained
the model using a 3090-24G GPU. For each encoder module,
we used a BERT-base-uncased [39] from Huggingface as the
backbone. We chose AdamW [52] as the optimizer with a
warm-up rate of 0.1. We selected five random seeds from
{171, 354, 550, 667, 985} and reported the average results
with standard deviations. The micro F1 score was used as the
overall evaluationmetric. Themaximum sequence length was
set as 128. The learning rate was 3e−5. We used a batch size
of 16 and a dropout probability of 0.1. We trained all models
for 1000 steps on the Few-NERD dataset and 500 steps on
the cross-domain Cross-Dataset. We set the max-loss term
coefficient ζ to 2 in the training phase of the query set and
5 in other phases. We performed a grid search for hyper-
parameters using the validation dataset. The search spaces
are listed in Table 11:

Learning rate {1e− 5, 3e− 5, 1e− 4}
Max-loss coefficient ζ {0, 1, 2, 5, 10}
Mini-batch size {8, 16, 32}

TABLE 11. The parameters search space.

APPENDIX D
ACRONYMS TABLE
We summarize all acronyms in this paper into the Table 12 to
help reading this paper.

APPENDIX E
PROMPTS FOR CHATGPT
Here is a sample prompt tailored for ChatGPT, specifically
intended for the CoNLL NER dataset [47] 1-shot case. This
prompt format can be adjusted to accommodate other NER
datasets such as OntoNotes, FewNERD, and similar ones.
Notably, the key variation between datasets lies in their
unique entity lists.
The prompt consists of three sections: definition, few-shot

samples, and query requests.
Definition:We have the following entity types in the entity

type list [’LOC’, ’MISC’, ’ORG’, ’PER’]. We want to anno-
tate each word in the sentence using the above entity types. If
a word does not belong to the above entity types, we label it
using the entity tag ’O’. We will provide some sentences and
their corresponding entity type label sequences as examples
to improve your understanding.
Few-shot Samples: The examples are as follows,[([’viktoria’,

’zizkov’, ’3’, ’0’, ’1’, ’2’, ’3’, ’8’, ’1’], [’ORG’, ’ORG’,
’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’]), ([’tennis’, ’monday’,
’s’, ’results’, ’from’, ’us’, ’open’], [’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’,
’MISC’, ’MISC’]), ([’11776’, ’12442’], [’O’, ’O’]), ([’tanya’,
’dubnicoff’, ’canada’, ’beat’, ’michelle’, ’ferris’, ’australia’,
’20’], [’PER’, ’PER’, ’LOC’, ’O’, ’PER’, ’PER’, ’LOC’,
’O’]), ([’mountain’, ’view’, ’calif’, ’19960825’], [’LOC’,
’LOC’, ’LOC’, ’O’])].
Query Request: Now we have the following query sen-

tences, please label sentences with entity types [’LOC’,
’MISC’, ’ORG’, ’PER’] or ’O’ tag.([’1’, ’michael’, ’schu-
macher’, ’germany’, ’ferrari’, ’1’, ’hour’, ’28’, ’minutes’],
[’times’, ’in’, ’seconds’], [’drawn’, ’lost’, ’goals’, ’for’,
’against’, ’points’], [’split’, ’croatia’, ’9’, ’4’, ’5’, ’13’],
[’71’, ’64’], [’basketball’, ’tournament’, ’on’, ’friday’],
[’the’, ’plan’, ’has’, ’raised’, ’a’, ’storm’, ’of’, ’protest’,
’from’, ’us’, ’avocado’, ’growers’, ’who’, ’are’, ’largely’,
’concentrated’, ’in’, ’california’], [’boston’, ’19960829’],
[’12152012’, ’1200m’, ’525’, ’530’], [’jordan’, ’said’, ’a’,
’small’, ’group’, ’of’, ’developing’, ’nations’, ’that’, ’op-
pose’, ’linking’, ’trade’, ’talks’, ’and’, ’labour’, ’conditions’,
’had’, ’pressured’, ’world’, ’trade’, ’organisation’, ’wto’, ’of-
ficials’, ’to’, ’prevent’, ’hansenne’, ’from’, ’taking’, ’the’,
’platform’, ’to’, ’urge’, ’such’, ’links’], [’mike’, ’cito’, ’17’,
’was’, ’expelled’, ’from’, ’st’, ’pius’, ’x’, ’high’, ’school’,
’in’, ’albuquerque’, ’after’, ’an’, ’october’, ’game’, ’in’,
’which’, ’he’, ’used’, ’the’, ’sharpened’, ’chin’, ’strap’, ’buck-
les’, ’to’, ’injure’, ’two’, ’opposing’, ’players’, ’and’, ’the’,
’referee’], [’8’, ’martin’, ’keino’, ’kenya’, ’73888’], [’more’,
’than’, ’10’, ’weapons’, ’including’, ’automatic’, ’kalash-
nikov’, ’rifles’, ’were’, ’stolen’, ’from’, ’an’, ’arms’, ’store’,
’in’, ’belgium’, ’police’, ’said’, ’on’, ’saturday’], [’cricket’,
’pakistan’, ’3394’, ’v’, ’england’, ’close’], [’anton’, ’fer-
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Acronyms Meanings Acronyms Meanings
NER named entity recognition ESD an NER method
LLM large language model EP-Net an NER method
SDP sample dependency problem MAML-ProtoNet an NER method
SMCS our method in this work COPNER an NER method
TLDT an NER method TFP an NER method
PRM an NER method 2INER an NER method
MANNER an NER method ChatGPT a LLM from OpenAI
TadNER an NER method L-Tapnet+CDT an NER method
MAML a kind of meta-learning method Matching Network an NER method
BIOES the NER span tags, B, I, O, E, S CONTAINER an NER method
GPT-3.5 a kind of LLM from OpenAI SSD Steppingstone Span Detector
BERT a language model ProtoNet the prototypical network
Few-NERD an in-domain NER datasets collection WNUT an NER dataset
Cross-Dataset a cross-domain NER datasets collection GUM an NER dataset
CoNLL-03 an NER dataset OntoNotes an NER dataset

TABLE 12. Summary of Acronyms. This table provides a comprehensive list of all acronyms used in the document, along with their corresponding
meanings.

reira’], [’we’, ’hope’, ’for’, ’the’, ’best’, ’that’, ’it’, ’re-
ally’, ’has’, ’ended’, ’so’, ’we’, ’can’, ’live’, ’in’, ’peace’],
[’15’, ’retief’, ’goosen’, ’south’, ’africa’, ’188143’], [’seoul’,
’19960823’], [’analysts’, ’hold’, ’dutch’, ’ptt’, ’estimates’],
[’stocks’, ’to’, ’watch’]). Each sentence result should have the
following format: ([sentence words], [sentence words entity
labels]). For each sentence the prediction is a Python tuple,the
first element is a Python list containing sentence words, and
the second element is the corresponding entity label for each
sentence word. The results should be several tuples separated
by a single comma character.
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